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The interview held between the most notorious clown and main media activist of the hate and aggressive policy
against Cuba, which took place at the Trump National Doral in Miami, illustrated — above all — how it is possible that
a Youtube buffoon, whose only proven talent is that of manipulation, could make the mayor of a city being available
to him with a simple telephone call.

The explanation lies in the third man attending the scene at the Trump-owned hotel, where the meeting took place,
the US congressman Mario Díaz-Balart, who in the words of Otaola, besides serving as a translator, was the
mastermind behind the meeting with the madman (Trump), the man who had just said only Jesus Christ was more
famous than him.

The presence of Díaz-Balart — belonging to a family with close ties with (Fulgencio) Batista who after fleeing from
Cuba, took control of the political power in Miami — confirms that the anti-Cuba mafia pulls the strings behind
puppet Alexander Otaola in Youtube.

Mario Díaz-Balart. Was he actually the third or the first man in the meeting held between Trump and the Youtube
puppet?

Back from the days when Díaz-Balart’s father — former minister in the government of Batista — founded the Rosa
Blanca (White Rose), the first counter-revolutionary organization, this family has been involved somehow in every
terrorist action against Cuba in the last 60 years. Therefore, it is no surprise that they are now supporting the latest
warfare against the island: media terrorism.

As for the statements made by Trump in the interview, there is no much left to say. The same old electoral scam
with which the president and his aides in Miami — with Díaz-Balart among them — underestimate the wisdom of
Cubans living in Miami.

Ironically, the country denouncing foreign electoral intervention bases its electoral campaigns on the intervention to
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the domestic affairs of those nations not bowing to its purposes. It seems that issues such as health, immigration,
and police brutality are not problems to be fixed in the US, but in nations like Cuba, Nicaragua, and Venezuela.

Paradoxically, those citizens in Florida who seem to be really concerned by the fate of their relatives in their home
countries do not hesitate in supporting blockades and all sort of aggressions against their “beloved ones.”

Is Communist Cuba guilty of everything?

Was the Henry Reeve Cuban Medical Brigade responsible of ignoring for months a pandemic sweeping the US?
Are the Cuban doctors — who have offered voluntarily in times of Covid-19 their assistance in 39+ countries — guilty
of the 200,000+ American death? Was a member of the Cuban police the one to suffocate to death American
citizen George Floyd?

Nonetheless, the showiest moment in the meeting between the greatest liar and his Floridian disciple was that the
latter suggested the president a list of Cuban intellectuals and journalists to whom the US should ban from entry as
they have refused to reject their homeland.

It is not surprise that such idea may come out of the mind of this Youtube fool male cheerleader, but the fact that a
president may embrace it and promise to work on it is something that brought back to our minds the McCarthyism
witch-hunt in the 1950s, a true sign of the kind of “democracy” Trump is proposing voters in Florida.

Translated by Sergio A. Paneque Díaz / CubaSí Translation Staff
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